HORNBECK OFFSHORE
BANKRUPTCY CASE STUDY

FILED ON 05/19/2020

CreditRiskMonitor’s warning of Hornbeck Offshore Services, Inc.’s (“Hornbeck
Offshore”) bankruptcy risk was determined by a combination of factors:
Monthly Average FRISK® Score
The FRISK® Score Components
Management Discussion and Analysis
Company Report Detail
FRISK® Deep Dive and Adjusted Market Cap Volatility
FRISK® Stress Index
Peer Analysis on Alternate Suppliers and Customers
Quarterly Performance Ratios
Quarterly Leverage Ratios
Quarterly Liquidity Ratios and Rates of Return
Year-over-Year Statement of Cash Flows
News Alerts: A Timeline of Concerning News Items
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MONTHLY AVERAGE FRISK® SCORE
CreditRiskMonitor’s FRISK® score had been warning of financial
stress at Hornbeck Offshore (OTC: HOSSQ) for more than a year.
We provided in-depth analysis published on June 12, 2019
highlighting the company’s refinancing risk.
The company ultimately filed for bankruptcy on May 19, 2020.
Hornbeck reported weak
first quarter results with
sustained operating and
net losses on par with
the previous year.

Net sales declined 10% and
operating loss expanded by
35%. Its working capital deficit
steepened due to declines in
cash and restricted cash.

Moody’s held Hornbeck’s
credit rating at Caa3 and
downgraded its senior
notes to Ca following a
distressed debt exchange.

BANKRUPT!

The FRISK® score is
96% accurate* in
predicting the risk of
corporate
failure/bankruptcy over a
12-month horizon.
All FRISK® scores are
recalculated every night
for each subsequent
12-month period.

Subscriber crowdsourcing
signaled concern about
Hornbeck’s financial
condition in August and
over subsequent quarters.

Management provided a
filing to the SEC stating
they would miss the
deadline for its Form 10-K
filing, an ominous red flag.

While the risk of bankruptcy varies at each FRISK® score, 96% of public
companies that eventually go bankrupt enter the FRISK® "red zone" prior
to filing. A FRISK® score of 5 or less is an important warning sign.
*FRISK® score accuracy of 96% is based on backtesting of U.S. public companies; results may vary by country.

Request a Personalized Demo
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THE FRISK® SCORE COMPONENTS
At the core of the CreditRiskMonitor® process is our 96% accurate
FRISK® score, which indicates a company's level of financial stress on a
scale of 1 to 10, based on the probability of bankruptcy over a 12-month
horizon. When available, the FRISK® score incorporates a number of
powerful risk indicators including:
A “Merton” type
model using
stock market
capitalization
and volatility

Financial ratios,
including those
used in the
Altman Z”Score Model

Bond agency
ratings from
Moody’s, Fitch, &
DBRS Morningstar

Crowdsourced CreditRiskMonitor® Usage Data
Crowdsourcing has enhanced the accuracy and timeliness of the
FRISK® score. We collect and analyze data patterns from thousands of
CreditRiskMonitor® subscribers, including professionals from more than
35% of the Fortune 1000 and other large corporations worldwide.
The crowdsourcing advantage is even more powerful in our FRISK® score
since many of the professionals who use our service are credit managers:
•

Credit managers control one of the largest sources of working capital
going into a company

•

They are not held to the same “Fair Disclosure” restrictions that
prevent non-disclosed information sharing on public companies

•

Credit managers use a variety of non-public information sources such
as their own company’s management and sales representatives to be
alerted to concerns in a public company’s performance

•

It is commonly known credit managers confidentially share information
with other credit managers, thus collectively, their behavior helps to
provide advanced insight to financial problems in public companies

Read more in Credit Research Foundation’s quarterly journal article,
“Assessing Public Company Financial Risk by Crowdsourcing the Research
of Credit Professionals”
Request a Personalized Demo
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DO NOT MISS THIS – MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (MD&A)
Making misleading or fraudulent statements in an MD&A is against the law –
and Sarbanes-Oxley subjects CEOs and CFOs to heavy fines or even jail time for
doing so. A vital feature of the CreditRiskMonitor service is the ability to quickly
access a Company’s Management Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) history. Let it
sink in: there are no two people in the world with better knowledge of a
company’s liquidity risk than the CEO and CFO. More than any credit manager.
More than any trade group. And they’re personally liable if they’re lying.
According to the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB), “MD&A should
provide a balanced presentation that includes both positive and negative
information about the topics discussed.”
You MUST understand
trends, commitments,
demands and
uncertainties likely to
result in a material
change in Liquidity and
Capital Resources, like if
they can continue as a
going concern. If you
don’t, you need help.

Request a Personalized Demo

Hornbeck carried
multiple term loans, a
$25 million cash
maintenance covenant,
and admitted that
liquidity might only be
sufficient until March 31,
2020. Contact your
account manager to
discuss these important
red flags.
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COMPANY REPORT DETAIL

The FRISK® score is
a 96% accurate method by
which to monitor public
company bankruptcy risk.
Payment performance, captured by
the Days Beyond Terms (DBT) index,
which is very similar to D&B’s PAYDEX®
score, is not an effective indicator of
financial stress for publicly traded
companies since they often continue
to pay on time right up until
their bankruptcy filing. This is
what’s commonly called the
“Cloaking Effect.”

Request a Personalized Demo
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FRISK® DEEP DIVE
Per the FRISK® score, this company had a 10 to 50 times greater risk of
bankruptcy than the average public company.

Broader Water Transportation
Industry (shown in grey)

Hornbeck Offshore’s
FRISK® score stayed at
the highest risk level

ADJUSTED MARKET CAP VOLATILITY
OTC: HOSSQ

Request a Personalized Demo

The FRISK® score
relative to the broader
Water Transportation
industry raised an
additional red flag
signaling heightened risk
relative to peers, as
well…
MAKING IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION REQUIRED.

One of the inputs of
the FRISK® score is a
company’s market
cap volatility,
adjusted for
dividends, over the
course of a year.
Incorporating this
information allows us
to capture the
“wisdom of markets”
on a daily basis.
This ensures our
subscribers are
getting the most up to
date view of the risks
they face since stocks
tend to be more liquid
and faster moving
than bond prices and
ratings.
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FRISK® STRESS INDEX

The average probability of failure for SIC code 4412 (Deep sea
foreign transportation of freight) has increased 283% since 2007.
Hornbeck Offshore was among the weakest names in the industry
as evidenced by its FRISK® score of 1.
Request a Personalized Demo
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PEER ANALYSIS ON ALTERNATE SUPPLIERS AND CUSTOMERS
The Peer Analysis
expands to provide a
ranking of a company’s
competitors, which can
help provide options
for alternate suppliers
or new customers

Hornbeck Offshore demonstrated bottom quartile ranking in key
financial ratios (shown in red) versus its industry peers.
Request a Personalized Demo
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QUARTERLY PERFORMANCE RATIOS
Persistent
operating and
net losses in
the last five
quarters

Request a Personalized Demo

Insufficient
interest
coverage ratio
& negative free
cash flow
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QUARTERLY LEVERAGE RATIOS
Short-term debt
relative to working
capital indicated
substantial
refinancing risks

Total debt to
equity pushed to
level that
corresponded with
high financial
leverage

Depressed EBITDA
generation
contributed to its
untenable capital
structure
Request a Personalized Demo
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QUARTERLY LIQUIDITY RATIOS AND RATES OF RETURN
Working
capital fell
into a
deficit

Inadequate
quick and
current
ratios

Unable to
generate
any positive
returns

Request a Personalized Demo
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YEAR-OVER-YEAR STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Negative
cash from
operating
activities

Request a Personalized Demo
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NEWS ALERTS: A TIMELINE OF CONCERNING NEWS ITEMS
Q1 2019 filing – Hornbeck Offshore reported quarterly operating and net losses of $26.8 million and $36.6 million,
respectively. Offshore service day rates and fleet utilization for the industry remained tepid, offsetting efforts to
reduce costs and preserve cash. Management engaged in multiple private debt exchanges, refinancing a portion of its
2019 and 2020 outstanding notes.
05/01/2019

PR Newswire

Hornbeck Offshore Announces First Quarter 2019 Results

To expand the company’s access to liquidity, management signed off on a new asset-backed revolving credit facility.
However, adding these debt tranches, if accessed, would only worsen an already highly leveraged capital structure.

07/08/2019

CRMZ News Service

Hornbeck Offshore Announces New Senior Credit Facility

Current debt increased from $25.2 million to $249.1 million sequentially between the first and second quarters of 2019,
specifically as the company borrowed in the form of a term loan and through a credit facility. With more than $1.3
billion in total debt outstanding, its cash interest expenses increased to unsustainably high levels.
08/09/2019

CRMZ News Service

Hornbeck Offshore Services Inc.: a Form 10-Q has been filed with the
SEC

The NYSE sent a written notice to Hornbeck Offshore regarding its stock price compliance deficiency. While
management attempted to address the requirement, it failed to execute a reverse split or other measures.
08/22/2019

CRMZ News Service

Hornbeck Offshore Receives Continued Listing Standard Notice From
NYSE

Hornbeck Offshore’s stock listing was transitioned onto over-the-counter markets after not meeting the minimum
market capitalization criteria of at least $15 million; its stock ticker was changed from HOS to HOSS.

12/23/2019

CRMZ News Service

Hornbeck Offshore Common Stock to Trade on the OTC Market with
New Trading Symbol HOSS Starting December 23, 2019

After receiving approval from certain creditors and shareholders, the company would seek to tender existing layers of
unsecured debt comprising a total of approximately $674 million. However, the ensuing breakdown in crude oil prices
and pressure placed onto vessel collateral valuations nixed this attempted proposal.
02/14/2020

CRMZ News Service

Hornbeck Offshore Enters Into Transaction Support Agreement

Hornbeck Offshore filed for Chapter 11 restructuring in the U.S. Bankruptcy for the Southern District of Houston Texas.
However, counter to most reorganization plans, all of the company’s vendors would be paid in full based on the
bankruptcy petition submitted to the judge.

05/19/2020

Dow Jones & Company,
Inc.

Request a Personalized Demo

Hornbeck Offshore Files Prearranged Chapter 11 to Cut Debt
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ABOUT THIS REPORT/CONTACT CREDITRISKMONITOR®
CreditRiskMonitor® is a financial risk analysis and news
service that helps credit, supply chain and financial
professionals stay ahead of and manage risk quickly,
accurately and cost effectively. More than 35% of the
Fortune 1000, plus over a thousand other large
corporations worldwide, rely on our financial risk
coverage of over 58,000 global public companies.

CreditRiskMonitor® Bankruptcy Case Studies
provide post-filing analyses of public company
bankruptcies. Our case studies educate subscribers
about methods they can apply to assess bankruptcy
risk using CreditRiskMonitor’s proprietary FRISK® score,
robust financial database and timely news alerts.

Request a Personalized Demo and Risk Assessment
Read more Bankruptcy Case Studies, High Risk Reports and
other resources

Contact us at:
845.230.3000
creditriskmonitor.com/contact-us
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